
END MILLS

Drilling

Ramping

Roughing

Finishing

Slotting

See Guhring’s Diver end 
mill catalog for detailed size 

information

Special promotion: 
Save 48% off list
Save 48% off list on all Diver end mills

Promotion good through 4/30/19 

Diameter
inch

OAL
inch

Flute length
inch

Order
code

List
price

PROMO
PRICE

  1/8 1  1/2   1/4 3.170  $31.72 $16.48 
  1/4 2  1/2   1/2 6.350  $42.38 $22.01 
  3/8 2  1/2   7/8 9.520  $70.04 $36.39 
  1/2 3  1/2 1    12.700  $114.64 $59.56 
  5/8 3  1/2 1  1/4 15.870  $214.91 $111.64 
  3/4 4      1  1/2 19.050  $316.55 $164.44 

Diameter
inch

OAL
inch

Flute length
inch

Order
code

List
price

PROMO
PRICE

  1/4 2  1/2   1/2 6.350  $86.69 $45.04 
  3/8 2  1/2   7/8 9.520  $114.66 $59.56 
  1/2 3  1/2 1    12.700  $187.62 $97.47 
  5/8 3  1/2 1  1/4 15.870  $256.22 $133.10 
  3/4 4      1  1/2 19.050  $393.15 $204.23 

Series 6757 - 4-flute, solid carbide, std length

Series 6875 - 4-flute, coolant through, std length



  up to 40 % longer tool life
  for sticky materials
  stainless and heat-resistant materials
  for process reliability in drilling & plunging
  HPC machining

Drilling and milling optimized coolant ducts

Traditionally, drills have axial coolant ducts and milling cutters 
have radial coolant ducts. The coolant through RF 100 Diver 
offers both in order to optimize cooling and protection to
the face and diameter when plunging. Guhring’s decades of 
expertise in carbide production as well as tooling optimizati-
on ensures maximum efficiency of coolant lubrication, chip 
evacuation and tool stability.

END MILLS

3-fluted, standard
  for stable machines & clamping

  wide range of materials

  high-performance milling  
    with maximum cutting speeds

  with and without coolant through

4-fluted, standard
  for less powerful machines & less

    stable clamping conditions

  for turning machines & driven tools

  specially for slotting with smaller 
    milling cutter diameters

  with and without coolant through

  for more stability when slotting

  up to 25 % higher feed rate

  reduced deflection

  without coolant through

4-fluted, short

Choose the optimal Diver end mill for your application:

  for pocketing and slotting

  multiple radii per diameter

  up to 25 % higher feed rate

  without coolant through

4-fluted, corner radii

from

Universally applicable for all materials and milling 
strategies for outstanding performance and tool life

Series 6872, solid carbide, inch sizes
Series 6797/6798, solid carbide, metric
Series 6873, coolant fed, inch sizes
Series 6799/6800, coolant fed, metric

Series 6757, solid carbide, inch sizes
Series 6737/6736, solid carbide, metric
Series 6875, coolant fed, inch sizes
Series 6801/6802, coolant fed, metric

Series 6759, solid carbide, inch sizes 
w/ corrner radii

Series 6874, solid carbide, inch sizes
Series 6803/6804, solid carbide, metric

Special promo: Save 48% off list on Diver end mills

All Diver end mills feature nano-SiTM micro-layered heat resistant coating

NEW


